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Collaborative Work in Augmented Reality:
A Survey

Mickael Sereno, Xiyao Wang, Lonni Besançon, Michael J. McGuffin, and Tobias Isenberg

Abstract—In Augmented Reality (AR), users perceive virtual content anchored in the real world. It is used in medicine, education, games,
navigation, maintenance, product design, and visualization, in both single-user and multi-user scenarios. Multi-user AR has received
limited attention from researchers, even though AR has been in development for more than two decades. We present the state of existing
work at the intersection of AR and Computer-Supported Collaborative Work (AR-CSCW), by combining a systematic survey approach
with an exploratory, opportunistic literature search. We categorize 65 papers along the dimensions of space, time, role symmetry (whether
the roles of users are symmetric), technology symmetry (whether the hardware platforms of users are symmetric), and output and input
modalities. We derive design considerations for collaborative AR environments, and identify under-explored research topics. These
include the use of heterogeneous hardware considerations and 3D data exploration research areas. This survey is useful for newcomers
to the field, readers interested in an overview of CSCW in AR applications, and domain experts seeking up-to-date information.

Index Terms—Introductory and Survey, Computer-Supported Cooperative Work, Virtual and Augmented Reality, Immersive Analytics
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1 INTRODUCTION

AUGMENTED Reality (AR) as a field can be traced back to
the late 1960s (e. g., [160]) and the term was first used

in the early 1990s by Caudell and Mizell [37]—former Boeing
engineers seeking to display simple information (e. g., text)
in 3D space to enhance manufacturing processes.

Since then, researchers have continued to improve AR
hardware, algorithms, and user interfaces, with several
communities showing interest in augmenting physical reality
with virtual content. AR has been applied to medicine [14],
[145], education [4], [130], archaeology [13], [17], games
[131], remote expert guidance [54], [95], [121], industry [37],
[41], [72], [125], crisis response [118], [139], and information
visualization [15]. Since 2016, AR Head-Mounted Displays
(AR-HMDs) have become much more affordable and closer to
consumer markets with the release of Microsoft’s HoloLens
and HoloLens 2, the Meta 2, and Magic Leap One, all priced
at US$ 3500 or less, and supporting Unity as an accessible
SDK. Over the same period, smartphone applications (e. g.,
the Pokémon Go game) have increased the public’s knowl-
edge of, and interest in, augmented reality.

Meanwhile, the field of Computer-Supported Collabora-
tive Work (CSCW)—whose main conference, ACM CSCW,
started in 1986—is relatively mature and supported by a large
body of literature. Researchers understand the psychological
aspects and difficulties to consider when designing collabo-
rative systems. CSCW is also important in industry, where
multiple collaborators, remote or co-located, need to interact
with each other both synchronously and asynchronously.
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However, the main academic conference in AR, IEEE
International Symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality
(ISMAR), has paid little attention to CSCW. Indeed, only
≈ 1.7% of papers published between 2008 and 2017 at ISMAR
discussed collaborative work in Mixed Reality (MR) or AR
[87]. The intersection of AR and CSCW, which we call AR-
CSCW, possesses its own challenges to overcome, but has not
been studied much by researchers. With the present survey,
we aim to provide both software designers and researchers
with an overview and a research agenda for the use of AR in
CSCW contexts and a new taxonomy of AR-CSCW systems.

Our work extends previous surveys on subjects related
to AR-CSCW. Some of these past surveys focused on more
limited domains, such as education [4], [130], [175] or medical
training [14]. Other surveys have discussed AR and CSCW
in a more general way. In chronological order, these are
Billinghurst and Kato [26], now 20 years old; Alem and
Huang [6] and Billinghurst and Thomas [28], who focused
on mobile collaborative work; Lukosch et al. [105], whose
work still predates recent HMDs such as the HoloLens, and
unlike the present survey, did not discuss psychological
aspects of AR nor interaction techniques nor provide design
guidelines; Irlitti et al. [78], who focused on asynchronous
AR collaboration; Billinghurst et al. [25], who discussed the
emerging field of Collaborative Immersive Analytics, but
without a specific focus on AR; and Ens et al. [56] whose
taxonomy focused more on the purpose of the systems
while we focus more on their output and input interfaces
(see Section 3). In contrast to their taxonomy, we analyze
different dimensions, examine different application areas—
we discuss general CSCW topics and, in particular, the
field of visualization—, and propose a summary of design
considerations that we extracted from the surveyed papers.
Looking at research in AR in general and without a focus on
CSCW, Zhou et al. [179] and later Kim et al. [87] surveyed
works presented at the ISMAR conference, categorizing and
analyzing papers by research area (e. g., tracking, displays).

https://doi.org/10.1109/TVCG.2020.3032761
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Fig. 1: Milgram and Kishino’s Reality-Virtuality Continuum [114].

The present survey is thus unique in surveying AR and
CSCW, focusing in particular on user interfaces. We have
systematically examined contributions from the ISMAR and
CSCW conferences between 2008 and 2019, in addition to
including work from other venues that we found to be
relevant for a total of 65 papers. We organize these papers in
a taxonomy based on the following dimensions: space, time,
role symmetry (whether the roles of users are symmetric),
technology symmetry (whether the hardware platforms of
users are symmetric), and output and input devices.

Our survey has two major parts. Section 2 reviews
fundamentals of both AR and CSCW and can be skipped by
practitioners and experts. The subsequent sections discuss the
papers we selected for review, present design considerations,
identify research areas to further investigate, and propose a
discussion on visual analytics which we added to increase
the relevance of the survey to the visualization community.

2 AUGMENTED REALITY AND CSCW
Here we review relevant definitions as well as psychological
and technological aspects related to AR.

2.1 Augmented Reality
AR and Mixed Reality (MR) can be explained in terms of
a Reality-Virtuality Continuum (RVC, Figure 1) defined by
Milgram and Kishino [114] which covers different ways
of mixing computed and physical objects. At one extreme
is the real (physical) environment, and at the other is a
purely virtual environment (VE). MR applications are located
between these two extremes. Users may receive feedback
about objects through any sensory channel, most commonly
visual, audio, and haptic. Roo and Hachet’s [146] system
allowed users to transition across all levels of a kind of RVC,
supporting six levels: the purely physical world, augmented
surfaces (i. e., digital information placed on physical objects),
mid-air digital content, object decoupling (i. e., manipulating
virtual objects representing real ones), body decoupling (i. e.,
virtually navigate in the real world), and a fully virtual world.
Finally, systems that remove physical objects instead of adding
virtual contents relate to the Diminished Reality [116] concept.

AR is a special case of MR and is closely connected to the
real world [9]. Azuma [9] and Azuma et al. [8] suggested the
following requirements for AR systems: (1) the merging
and alignment of real and virtual information, (2) real-
time rendering through all the sensory channels, and (3)
a real-time interactive environment. When coupled with
CSCW features, we speak of a Mixed-Reality Collaborative
Environment, with Studierstube [149], [150], [162] being among
the first systems that were created.

2.2 Psychological Aspects
In AR systems, users may feel that virtual objects are
transported to them or that they are transported to a
remote place. With users experiencing a 3D augmented

world mimicking their real environments, designers can
improve the users’ sense of presence, and their performance
[174], by considering how users behave in real life for a
particular task. Still, past research [118] has shown that
the choice of devices and interfaces influences the user’s
level of engagement, immersion, and presence, which in
turn influence their performance. We therefore discuss the
concepts of presence and immersion as well as engagement.

2.2.1 Presence and Immersion
Presence is a matter of focus that users experience when they
feel involved and immersed in their tasks [61], [174]. Witmer
and Singer [174] found a weak but consistent positive corre-
lation between presence and performance. They theorized
several factors contributing to the sense of presence:
Control Factors refer to ways in which users can control the

system and environment. Interactivity should happen in
real-time and users should be able to foresee system feed-
back. Yuill and Roger [178] similarly identified controlla-
bility as important for the success of multi-user systems.

Sensory Factors refer to the richness of feedback to the
user’s senses. Inconsistent stimuli engender illness.

Distraction Factors are determined by the user’s isolation.
Presence increases with greater isolation.

Realism Factors are determined by the realism and the
consistency of the environment.

Witmer and Singer also defined immersion as a psy-
chological state users experience in an environment that
continuously streams stimuli. For MR environments, their
concept of immersion relates to the technological features
(e. g., field-of-view, FoV) [33] which positively influence
(medium-size effect) the users’ sense of presence [43]. Slater
[152] defined immersion and place illusion as a set of sensori-
motor contingencies that approximate those of physical reality,
and the valid actions users can perform in their VE. He also
introduced the concept of plausibility illusion as “the illusion
that the scenario being depicted is actually occurring,” which
relates to the realism factor. Immersion is usually greater in
MR environments than in regular workstations, as long as
users do not experience cybersickness [94].

Finally, presence can be categorized into three categories:
Physical presence A cognitive state in which users expe-

rience the virtual stimuli as real [98]. Strong physical
presence means the MR environment is expected to ex-
hibit plausible physics, with the user’s imagination often
interpolating incomplete stimuli. In AR environments,
physical presence is related to the object presence which
refers to how realistically a virtual object is anchored in
the real environment [84], [158].

Social presence “The sense of being with another” [30] is
one of the main concepts in remote AR collaboration.
According to Biocca et al. [30], it mainly influences the
productivity of collaborative environments.

Self presence A cognitive state where the virtual self is expe-
rienced as the real self [98]. This is more related to virtual
environments where virtual avatars represent users.

As it is for traditional relaxed What-You-See-Is-What-
I-See CSCW systems, AR and VR CSCW applications can
display custom content per user (albeit of their viewpoint)
because users wear their own rendering system. These
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TABLE 1: The presentation/placement awareness display techniques
matrix [69]. Literal information is displayed as it is captured, whereas
Symbolic information has been codified. Situated information is displayed
in the workspace, whereas Separate information is displayed outside.

Information Placement

Situated Separate

Information
Presentation

Literal

Symbolic

subjective views [3] can then alter the users’ social presence if
the workspace loses its spatial coherency [128].

Finally, the use of AR, as compared to traditional tools,
can improve user performance and learnability [130].

2.2.2 Engagement
Attfield et al. [7] defined engagement as “the emotional,
cognitive and behavioral connection that exists, at any point in time
and possibly over time, between a user and a resource.” Potentially,
this produces a state of flow [42] which is always enjoyable.

O’Brien and Toms [119] characterized the level of en-
gagement of an application by its aesthetic appeal, attention,
challenge, endurability, feedback, interactivity, perceived user
control, pleasure, sensory appeal, and novelty. AR tends to
engage users more than traditional tools and sometimes
to pure VEs. The control and richness of sensory feedback
(e. g., stereoscopic vision, spatial audio), and the ubiquitous
interfaces increasing both perceived user control and novelty,
tend to be higher in MR systems than in regular worksta-
tions. Moreover, the virtual and real-world objects/tools are
blended together, making focus transitions seamless [26].
Finally, social presence is higher in AR systems by being
close to real-world rules and by preserving social protocols
as compared to regular workstations and VEs [31], [70].

Scenarios with users not sharing the same role exist. Some
displays (e. g., AR-HMD, traditional 2D screens) may then
be more suitable for some users than others, which relates to
Isenberg et al.’s [80] CSCW visual applications categorization
based on users’ engagement:
Viewing occurs when a majority is spectator of a minority’s

actions. Traditional 2D screens might be considered for
the spectators while the actors use AR devices.

Interacting/Exploring occurs when the group is exploring,
discussing, and understanding the same data.

Sharing/Creating occurs when participants of the group can
create, upload, and share new content.

2.2.3 Awareness, Embodiment
According to Gutwin and Greenberg [69], “previous re-
searchers have defined awareness as knowledge created
through interaction between an agent and its environment.”
They also define Workspace Awareness (WA) as “the up-to-
the-moment understanding of another person’s interaction with
the shared workspace,” which they derived from Adams et al.’s
[1] “up-to-the minute cognizance required to operate or maintain a
system.” Gutwin and Greenberg [69] also define three sources
of WA: bodies and consequential communication, workspace
artifacts, and conversational elements (e. g., speech, gestures).

They defined from these sources the Presentation and
Placement awareness display techniques matrix (Table 1). The
situated-literal approach is perhaps the most natural one
and provides effective awareness, with embodiment and
expressive artifacts as two critical elements. They defined

embodiment as “the visual representation of a person’s body
in the workspace,” such as a real body, video records, and
3D avatar model with more or less cues (e. g., gaze cues,
limb cues). Embodiment is a strong way to provide both
consequential communication and conversational resources
and is important in mixed-space collaborative environments.

2.3 Mixed-Space Collaborative Work

Mixed-space collaborative setups include any collaborations
where users are in multiple shared-spaces, defined as a space
placed at one point on the Reality-Virtuality Continuum.

After defining shared-spaces, Benford et al. [16] intro-
duced Mixed-Space Boundaries, i. e., how one can see, view,
or interact from one shared-space to another adjacent one,
which has common properties/purposes. Misunderstandings
of two separate spaces (e. g., two remote users, each having
their own AR space) can hinder performance. For example,
in distributed collaborations, each user should be aware
of the others. A strong embodiment can support this goal,
but also more cues, e. g., augmented pointing actions or
displaying a user’s FoV to others. One common mixed-
space boundary is between one exocentric space (i. e., view
of the data from outside) and one egocentric space (i. e.,
view of the data from inside). Following Kiyokawa et al.
[90], Shared Augmented Environments, which appear in an
exocentric way, lead to richer awareness than Shared Virtual
Environments (SVE) and are more suited for co-located
work. In contrast, SVEs better support parallel activities, e. g.,
visualizing from different perspective (e. g., scales, positions)
and can be used in an egocentric private view. However, if
other participants can see you and do not understand what
you are doing (e. g., manipulating your private view), they
can be confused: how can one understand whether the other
is manipulating the private or the public view? Benford et al.
[16] characterized Shared-Space Technologies with
Transportation How much is the user transported to another

place or vice-versa? While not feeling transported in
co-located systems is usually expected, it may be a
requirement for remote ones.

Artificiality What is the degree of artificiality of the shared-
space? This can be related to the RVC [114].

Spatiality How are the user’s shared-space technology
spatially defined? Is its coordinate system shared? Can
others determine this user’s position and orientation
relative to themselves?

The transportation and artificiality axes rely mostly on the
system’s output and input modalities, which we review in
the next sections and include in our taxonomy.

2.4 Displays

Workspace Awareness (WA), an important research topic in
AR-CSCW, can be impacted by the type (and positioning)
of display. We consider Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs),
Hand-Held Displays (HHDs), and spatial displays anchored
in the physical environment. We also consider optical see-
through (OST) displays, video see-through (VST) displays,
and projectors. Finally, we consider stereoscopic 3D dis-
plays (S3Ds). McIntire et al. [113] summarized, across 184
experiments, where and when S3Ds outperform traditional
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ones. They asserted that S3Ds improve performance when
monocular depth cues are weak, the objects of interest are
close for a significant binocular disparity, and when the tasks
are difficult (see also Bowman and McMahan [33]). S3Ds
better support novices than expert users.

S3Ds rely on depth cues which Cutting and Vishton [44]
categorized as monocular or binocular. Monocular depth cues
include occlusion, aerial perspective, the relative size, density,
and height of objects in the user’s retinal image, and motion
perspective. Binocular depth cues include binocular disparity,
convergence and accommodation. Depth cue conflicts hinder
performance and comfort [103].

HMDs support all the technologies cited above and
are mostly stereoscopy-enabled. VST displays usually have
higher FoV than OST displays due to physical constraints
but have lower refresh rate due to camera capture rate
and latency, strongly influencing cyber-sickness. HHDs are
generally based on a VST display as part of a smartphone
or a multi-touch tablet. Raskar et al. [143] introduced Spatial
Augmented Reality (SAR) as virtual content displayed within
or on the user’s physical space, which can contain complex
colors and geometries [29]. They are based on VST stationary
screens and/or room-space projector devices. In SAR settings,
users do not wear any display devices, except for shutter
glasses when stereoscopy is required. Without glasses, users
can still have a sense of perspective [18] which can be coupled
with stereoscopy with worn glasses [19]. Multiple users can
be in the AR space using time-multiplexed shuttered glasses
to display contents individually.

Each display device has its own benefits and limitations.
A SAR is non-intrusive but lacks mobility. HHDs are com-
monly found in the consumer market, with smartphones and
tablets being ubiquitous, but are not stereoscopy-enabled.
Regarding depth cues, designers should focus first on monoc-
ular ones and should avoid depth cue conflicts.

We next consider input modalities.

2.5 Interaction Techniques
Data exploration often relies on interaction. Input modalities
include touch, tangible, and mid-air gesture input. When
collaboration is an important aspect, not every modality
might be useful. For example, it may be hard to understand
what one is doing on a private multi-touch tablet that is used
as the input device.

2.5.1 Touch Devices
Touch devices like smartphones or tablets can be used in
multiple ways. First, they provide a good way to interact with
Graphical User Interface (GUI) components (e. g., buttons,
menus) [99], [148]. They can be used as VST AR devices
which provide seamless interaction in both the GUI and the
AR views. However, the view is limited by finger occlusion
during interaction and low FoV, especially for small devices
like smartphones. Finally, they can be used as a complement
to another AR display, such as an AR-HMD [159].

The Studierstube system [149], [150], [162] used a
lightweight Personal Interaction Panel (PIP) to interact—via
a WIMP (Window, Icon, Menu, Pointer) interface—with data
visualized in AR-HMDs. The touch device can be used to
draw graphical (e. g., [155]) or textual annotations, a key fea-
ture of their collaborative system. The 3D pen allows direct

manipulation in the 3D space. López et al. [104] showed
how a multi-touch tablet facilitates 3D data transformations
visualized in a S3D. Büschel et al. [35] explored and studied
multiple aspects of a tracked multi-touch device as a way to
pan and zoom 3D datasets visualized in an AR-HMD.

The benefits of touch over other forms of interaction have
been deeply studied for a variety of settings. The literature
explains [34] why touch can be considered to be a direct
form of interaction, usually improving speed at the cost
of accuracy [5], [62]. Its speed advantage in 2D interfaces,
however, does not seem to translate to 3D scenarios [21].

2.5.2 Tangible Interface
Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) [82] augment the physical
world by linking digital information with real objects. TUIs
thus extend the graspable interface [59] concept, which uses
physical objects to directly control digital objects. Most VR
games use two hand-held controllers, which can serve as both
classical controllers and tangible interfaces that represent,
e. g., light sabers.1 The buttons can be used as triggers of the
virtual object to which the controller is attached. Tangible
interaction facilitates fast and precise interaction [21], [40],
[74] that mimic the real world [58], [82], foster collaboration
[111], [124], and can provide entertainment [21], [177].

SARs allow users to directly manipulate physical objects.
Piper et al.’s [133] Illuminating Clay allows users to interact
with landscape data using AR and depth cameras on 3D
landscape models. Wilson and Benko’s [173] LightSpace is
a luminous room that uses several depth cameras and
projectors to track multiple users and let them tangibly
interact with immobile rectangular augmented surfaces. Roo
et al.’s [145] Inner Garden allows users to meditate by building
a mini-world using a SAR tangible sandbox and exploring it
with a VR-HMD. The SAR content changes based on the sand
shape (e. g., display snow), with some effects (e. g., cloud
shadows) derived from the user’s breathing and heart-rate.

In AR, users may need their hands free to, for instance,
repair an aircraft engine. Henderson and Feiner [71] imag-
ined a system where the AR device selects special physical
elements to anchor Augmented Widgets (e. g., buttons). This
design leaves the physical environment unmodified, while
providing the user with passive haptic feedback and tangible
interfaces. They called these interfaces Opportunistic Control.

2.5.3 Gestural Interfaces
Many forms of gestures exist; e. g., touch/pen gestures (i. e.,
drawing), mid-air gestures, eye gestures, and gestures using
props (e. g., conducting). Gestures in general may not be
correctly understood by the system, while mid-air gestures
can also fatigue users (e. g., Gorilla-arm syndrome [73], [83]).
In co-located collaborative setups where users use body
language, mid-air gestures can be confusing: it is unclear if
gestural actions are meant as system input or deictic com-
munication with a collaborator [17]. In addition, techniques
relying on visual arm extensions for remote object selection
(e. g., the Go-Go technique [141]) may not be a good fit for AR
because users can see both their real and their virtual hands,
introducing a perceptual conflict. Mid-air gestures, however,
may be a requirement to provide users with a way to keep

1. See the Beat Saber game, https://beatsaber.com/ .

https://beatsaber.com/
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their hands free as it could be crucial in, e. g., sterile medical
environments [51], [123]. They can be used with HMDs
without additional input devices and may improve visual
data exploration. Keefe and Isenberg identified challenges
faced by using gestures in 3D visualization [86].

2.5.4 Hybrid Interfaces
Hybrid Interfaces use multiple kind of inputs. Bolt’s [32]
system, e. g., allows users to draw shapes at specific locations
using both voice and gesture commands. Speech input can
also be used to set the system mode (e. g., scaling, translating,
rotating), while a gesture performs the action [107]. Touch
devices can be used as tangible objects (e. g., 2D cutting
planes [20], [155]). A tablet can be used to seamlessly grasp
and release virtual objects. Surale et al. [159], e. g., proposed
to use a tablet in VR space both as a touch device and as
a tangible one. Their design space also includes mid-air
gestures to interact with 3D content in a coarser way. The
PIP discussed in Section 2.5.1 supports 3D interactions with
AR data using a 6 DoF pen. Dedual et al.’s [45] hybrid
interface associated a 2D multi-touch tabletop with an AR-
HMD. The tabletop displayed footprints (2D projections) of
3D augmented objects that are visible through the HMD.
Other collaborators can see the footprints and interact with
them in the same coordinate system.

2.6 Multiple Rendering Windows
2D and/or 3D content can be grouped as contexts: e. g.,
private contexts only visible to a single user and public ones
visible to all. Effective context representations may increase
WA about what is publicly shared and what is not.

2.6.1 Multiple 2D Windows
Designers can add 2D content information in AR such as
charts [89], web pages [26], 2D windows [57], and virtual
cameras. The latter render real-world content from a different
point-of-view to show occluded or remote information.

Ens et al.’s [55] Ethereal Planes framework categorizes 2D
(extendable to 3D) elements along seven dimensions:
Perspective Is the information exocentric (relative to the

physical world) or egocentric (relative to the user)? The
authors suggest that users prefer exocentric views for
public content and egocentric views for private data.

Movability Is the content movable in its reference frame?
Proximity can be on-body, near (within arm’s reach), and far

(outside of arm’s reach).
Input mode Is the input mode direct or indirect? Indirect

mode is more precise and less tiring, while direct mode
is more user-friendly.

Tangible Is the information bound to a tangible object?
Visibility Is the information fully visible, partially visible,

or does it rely little or not at all on the visual channel?
Discretization Is the information continuous or discrete?
These dimensions are not orthogonal (i. e., independent),
e. g., a distant object is difficult to directly manipulate. Some
CSCW applications permit participants to have a private
view where they manipulate private data, a public view
visible by all, and a customized view merging all content.
Using egocentric views for private elements allows users
to not disturb the workflow of other collaborators, by not

TABLE 2: Paper selected for review. References in
parentheses refer to discarded papers.

Total

IEEE ISMAR
2008–2019

[68], [88], [97], [100], [102], [107], [108], [118], [120], [122], [142], [165]
( [101]) 12 + 1

ACM CSCW
2008–2019 [12], [47], [64], [129], [139], [140] 6

Additional
2008–2019

[2], [18], [23], [41], [48], [49], [65], [66], [67], [75], [77], [79], [85], [91],
[95], [96], [115], [117], [121], [126], [134], [136], [137], [138], [147],

[154], [163], [164], [167], [168], [169], [173], ( [78], [135])
32 + 2

Additional
before 2008

[16], [17], [24], [26], [27], [36], [90], [106], [127], [133], [144], [149],
[156], [161], [162] 15

Total 65 + 3

manipulating the data that is displayed for all workers. Cus-
tom views, however, can be either egocentric or exocentric,
depending on their nature, e. g., some pathlines for 3D flow
dataset can be visible to all or only to some users. Other
private layouts may also be considered following the nature
of the collaborative environment, e. g., adaptive layouts [93].

2.6.2 Multiple 3D Windows
Schmalstieg et al. [149] defined a 3D window as a context
that contains its own scene graph—limited in space and
distinguishable from others using decorations. 3D windows
can be resized, moved, rotated, minimized, reopened, and
have multiple graphical effects. When a user interacts with
a 3D window, their system highlights its boundaries, which
provides additional awareness cues. In other systems, empty
3D windows could also highlight others’ private contexts.

3 METHOD

We now describe how we selected the papers we reviewed
and discuss the dimensions of our taxonomy.

3.1 Selection Process

Our survey covers 65 papers related to AR-CSCW that we
chose in two phases. The first phase was more systematic,
while the second one added additional papers through an
exploratory, opportunistic search. Our criteria for selecting
papers were that they should focus on collaborative systems
with at least a partial AR module, and they should be at least
the length of a short paper, excluding extended abstracts.

In the first phase, we surveyed the two main conferences
focused on AR and CSCW, respectively: IEEE ISMAR and
ACM CSCW. We started with Kim et al.’s [87] survey, which
classifies all ISMAR papers from 2008 to 2017, including nine
papers related to collaboration. After further investigation,
we added one more paper related to collaboration [120].
We then checked the proceedings of IEEE ISMAR 2018 and
2019, and added three additional relevant papers. Next, we
used the ACM digital library to find papers within the ACM
CSCW conference published between 2008 and 2018 and
matching the keywords “Augmented,” “Mixed,” “AR,” or
“MR,” which yielded 1001 papers. We filtered these papers
by looking at titles and keywords, narrowing the selection
down to a subset of 62 possibly relevant papers. We further
filtered out extended abstracts and demos. We carefully read
the remaining papers, and finally decided to add three of
them to our survey based on our criteria. We compared our
set of papers to those in Ens et al.’s recent survey [56], adding
one additional paper from ACM CSCW. In the course of our
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TABLE 3: Traditional Time-Space Matrix [11].

Time
Space Co-located Remote

Synchronous Co-Located
synchronous

Remote
synchronous

ASynchronous Co-Located
asynchronous

Remote
asynchronous

a)

Before
2008

2008 and
later

0

20

40

15

47

0 3

Synchronous Asynchronous

b)

Before
2008

2008 and
later

0

10

20
9

20

3

27

3 3

Co-located Remote Both

Fig. 2: Paper distribution along a) the time and b) the space dimensions.

research, the CSCW 2019 proceedings were published, from
which we added two more papers to our survey. Thus, our
first phase resulted in selecting 19 papers on AR-CSCW, as
shown in the first two rows of Table 2.

In the second, exploratory phase, we selected papers we
already knew to be relevant, and we used other search tools
such as Google Scholar, identifying 34 papers from the 2008–
2019 period and 15 more published before 2008. We did not
place the focus on a particular venue. We used the other
surveys we mentioned in Section 1 to find highly relevant
papers in the AR-CSCW field. Finally, to be up-to-date with
the recent literature, we mostly focused on papers published
during the last decade. We mostly used keywords including
“collaborative AR/MR,” “remote AR/MR,” and “co-located
AR/MR.” In total, we found 68 papers related to AR-CSCW,
out of which we discarded 3 papers, because they focused on
algorithms or theory, without much detail about a concrete
system. We list the results in Table 2.

3.2 Taxonomy

A categorization of collaborative AR techniques cannot rely
only on AR or only on CSCW aspects. We thus base our
taxonomy on a combination of past classifications from AR,
CSCW, and AR-CSCW work. The most commonly used
dimensions to classify CSCW systems are time and space
(Table 3), which are fundamental for any CSCW system.
Time is split into synchronous and asynchronous work.
Space is subdivided into collaborators who are co-located

(working in the same place) or remote.
We further assess aspects of symmetry considered by

Ens et al. [56], which we split into two dimensions for a
more fine-grained analysis. We also decided to exclude their
dimensions of scenario and focus because they involve too
many possible settings to be useful in our context.
Role Symmetry refers to the role users have: symmetric if

users are performing the same kind of tasks; asymmetric
if, for instance, one user is assisting another one.

Technology Symmetry is symmetric if users use the same
hardware devices; asymmetric otherwise.

In these last two dimensions, a value of both indicates sym-
metry between some users and asymmetry between others.

In visualization applications, the Role Symmetry di-
mension relates to Isenberg et al.’s [80] level of engagement
dimension: users may not have the same level of engagement
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based on their roles. For example, symmetry occurs when
all users are exploring their data, while asymmetry occurs
when one user drives the analysis and others observe.

We also include two dimensions related to the used
hardware devices, which are tightly linked to the technology
symmetry dimension. As explained in Section 2.2, these
influence the users’ immersion, presence, and their performance.
Output devices refer to the type of visual output devices

being used. In the surveyed papers, we found that
CAVEs, VR-HMDs, AR-HMDs, (AR) Hand-Held Dis-
plays, SAR devices, and traditional screens were used.

Input devices refer to the type of input used to interact with
the virtual contents. We found in the papers we surveyed
the use of hand tracking, tracked controllers, hand
mid-air gestures (which involves hand tracking), touch,
head gaze/orientation, eye gaze, tangible, non-tracked
controller, speech, and regular keyboard and mouse
input modalities.

The dimension of Output devices also relates to
Kiyokawa’s [90] artificiality dimension and Gupta et al.’s [68]
classification of wearable collaborative systems. Moreover,
designers generally know in advance the type of output
they want to use due to physical, marketing, or maintenance
constraints. On the other hand, the Input devices dimension
indicates how designers chose to empower users of AR,
whether it is in a CSCW context or not. Note that the input
and output devices are not independent dimensions, e. g., a
touchscreen coupled with standalone AR-HMD would be an
unusual and often technically awkward combination.

We did not consider other sensory output (haptic, audio)
because the visual channel is typically the most important
one, and because none of the works we surveyed discussed
such alternative forms of output.

4 PAPER SURVEY

We begin by reviewing papers that do not implement a
complete AR system in Section 4.1, before discussing the
majority of papers with complete AR systems with respect
to our taxonomy, as classified in Table 4. In our set, most
papers were published after 2008 (see Figure 3) due to our
semi-systematic selection and, as Ens et al. [56] stated, due to
the technology becoming more affordable and easier to use
(e. g., smartphones in the consumer market).

4.1 Quasi-AR Systems

Quasi-AR systems are those setups that do not respect
Azuma et al.’s [8] conditions (see Section 2.1). Such setups,
however, can still exemplify aspects relevant for full AR
systems. For instance, Benford et al.’s [16] virtual theater
was a Mixed-Space Collaborative Work. It demonstrated that
being aware of another space is primordial if one wants two
groups to pay attention to each other. Also, to better support
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social presence, a common spatial frame of reference should
be created, which allows users to better measure relative
collaborators’ positions and orientations and to better feel
together. Benford et al.’s work [16] is thus a clear example of
why presence should be considered in AR-CSCW systems.

Dunleavy et al.’s [49] spatially-aware educational system
supports social presence and engagement from students
who were solving riddles using location-aware smartphones.
Their system, however, is not a fully AR one since it does
not align 3D virtual contents in the 3D space. Maimone and
Fuchs [108] proposed an algorithm and a proof-of-concept of
3D teleconferencing using several RGB-D cameras to capture
a remote 3D scene. They aimed to display the remote scene
on a 3D stereoscopic screen, which is rendered correctly
by tracking the viewer’s eyes. While they are not full AR
systems, these systems still increase immersion for users.

4.2 Time–Space Collaborative Matrix

The time-space matrix is a well-known CSCW taxonomy [11].
We now discuss its implications for AR-CSCW approaches.

4.2.1 Asynchronous Collaboration
Little work explored asynchronous AR contexts [78], with
only three surveyed papers [79], [85], [115] categorized as
such that discuss the asynchronous creation and visualization
of annotations. Irlitti et al. [79] studied how physical 3D
tokens guide collaborators faster and with fewer errors to
virtual anchored tags. The use of an AR-HHD with a projec-
tor instead of a whole SAR setup, however, may have biased
the results due to its low FoV. Kasahara et al.’s [85] system
propose to collaboratively tag an outdoor environment using
AR-HHDs. Finally, Mora et al.’s CroMAR [115] allows users
to visualize, in an outdoor environment, geolocalized tags
(e. g., tweets), to share viewpoints via emails (which can be
visualized with traditional tools), and to rate these tags.

Irlitti et al. [78] suggested to divide collaborators into
(1) producers generating information to be visualized by
(2) consumers. Because asynchronous collaboration often
revolves around annotations, they proposed three research
questions: (1) what are the time effects on collaborative work,
(2) how to capture and later visualize AR annotations, and
(3) what are the effects of the lack of communication cues.

The visualization of annotations may also depend on the
output dimension. Indeed, SAR environments are generally
bound to a specific room, which reduces their compatibility
for asynchronous distributed contexts, while AR-HMDs may
work everywhere. Moreover, systems relying on multiple
output devices may also diverge a lot from standalone
systems because some devices may not be AR-compatible
(like the HHD used for input) or because they propose
different AR views and functionalities, e. g., one output
device used for annotations only. We can also differentiate
AR applications displaying virtual objects tightly bound
to real objects (e. g., AR situated analytics [52]) from those
not proposing such bounding (e. g., climate visualization
applications). The later can rely on traditional tools [170],
[171] which should be considered as well.

Finally, as we explain in Section 4.3.1, AR-CSCW ap-
plications may use both an exocentric and an egocentric
view, which may impact how the registered annotations

should be rendered. Indeed, we can imagine an asynchronous
application were users are always, for each work session, in
pair in a synchronous manner. In these work sessions, users
may need to get an overview in both view modes, which
impacts the visualization of asynchronous annotations.

4.2.2 Synchronous Collaboration
Figure 2 highlights that only a few synchronous co-located
setups were studied during the past decade, compared to dis-
tributed ones. We hypothesize that distributed setups require
more research because awareness, one key functionality of
CSCW, is more difficult to provide in a distributed than in a
co-located setup, where co-workers directly see each other.

Co-located Collaboration: As embodiment is natural in
co-located systems, awareness of others is better perceived
since the bodies and consequential communication cues [69]
follow social rules. For instance, in Rekimoto’s [144] system,
users could easily interpret others’ deictic gestures. Rekimoto
also found that users are mostly absorbed in the workspace.
The cues, if any, should thus reach the workspace and not
stay on users. This absorption may explain why Nilsson et al.
[118] and Prytz et al. [142] did not notice a reduction of the
communication quality by occluding the users’ eyes. The
communication was instead supported by other cues still
visible without artifacts, such as head orientation and body
gestures. Sometimes it can be problematic, however, to have
physical bodies as two users may want to have physical
access to the same locations. In such cases, one strategy is
for one user to create virtual clones of the target object [132]
and manipulate the data [176] or to create slightly different
virtual coordinate systems in some specific cases [122].

Distributed Collaboration: Many fields are interested
in AR-CSCW as discussed before. However, co-workers are
not always physically able to be at the same place, hence the
need to collaborate remotely. Billinghurst et al.’s tool [24],
for instance, was one of the first teleconferencing systems to
use AR. The main focus of such a system is to improve the
sense of presence (e. g. [46], [88], [169]). They also rely mostly
on asymmetric technologies (see Section 4.3.1), with remote
guidance and video conferencing as common scenarios.

Some surveyed papers focused on remote guidance using
annotations due to body language that may be partially or
not-at-all conveyed. Annotations are thus a key component
of CSCW systems which tend to improve the overall commu-
nication. For instance, Stafford et al. [156] showed a god-like
interaction technique where outdoor users can see objects
placed by an indoor user (e. g., cans). The indoor user has
an exocentric god-like view and places objects using a table
surface augmented with cameras, supporting navigational
cues such as “go here” by annotating landmarks.

For teleconferencing, Kim et al. [88] showed that pointing
cues and annotations created by a remote person allow all
users to feel more together, connected, and facilitate a better
mutual understanding. They argued that video streams are
better from a user’s eye perspective than hand-held views
and that virtual pointers are better than virtual annotations
when users can communicate vocally. Users could draw anno-
tations directly into the moving video stream, and to freeze it
to draw world-stabilized annotations. However, the authors
argue that both modes may be inconvenient. Gauglitz et al.’s
[65] world-stabilized technique allows a remote user to draw
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in a 3D reconstructed world, first constructed by panorama
mappers, and then by SLAM techniques [67]. The remote
user can then navigate in this reconstructed world with
a stabilized view, which is continuously updated by the
local user’s viewpoint. Both experiments showed that their
technique performed better than video-only. The authors
did not find evidence of a difference between video stream-
stabilized and world-stabilized, which users, however, pre-
ferred. The authors later improved the remote user’s user
interface (UI) [66], introducing spray-like annotations (i. e.,
each point pi is assigned a depth di) and planar (dominant or
not) annotations (i. e., all pi are on a plane). Users preferred
the dominant plane method. Lien et al.’s algorithm [101]
may improve this anchoring, hence the call for another study.
Later, Huang et al. [75] proposed HandsInTouch to capture
and display the remote user’s hands on a multi-touch tablet
and investigated sketching features. They found that the
combination of both remote hand rendering and sketching
may be better for some specific tasks, at the cost of a higher
mental demand, which may be influenced by their UI design.
Ou et al.’s system [127], finally, allowed remote users to draw
normalized (i. e., recognized patterns) or free-hand strokes
on a video stream. Their study showed that strokes improve
the performance and that their auto erasures after a defined
duration improves it even more. Normalized strokes can be
understood once and then be cleared, as soon as the local user
grasps the idea. The authors suggested it to be configurable.

In remote expert guidance scenarios, the cited systems
implemented the annotation feature in another set of output
and input devices accessible only by remote users, creating a
technological asymmetry between local and remote users.

4.3 Technology and Role Symmetry
Table 4 shows a strong relationship between the role and
technology dimensions, with 45 out of 65 papers (≈ 69%)
sharing the same values regarding these two dimensions.
Out of all 36 papers that discuss remote collaboration, 28
(≈ 78%) use partially or fully asymmetric technologies. This
can be explained by expert guidance (i. e., an asymmetric
role) being the most studied remote scenario (see also Ens
et al.’s survey [56]), which typically relies on asymmetric
technologies to suit both the local users performing the task
and the remote experts giving instructions.

4.3.1 Technology Asymmetry
Technology asymmetry concerns systems where users benefit
not from the same types of output devices simultaneously.
Because the physical world is visible with AR devices, it is
hard to keep spatial coherence between all remote users. In
effect, all but two papers [2], [102] that discuss distributed
asymmetrical setups rely on remote users using traditional
screens or VR technologies. For instance, Komiyama et al.’s
[91] JackIn Space allows seamless transitions between first-
person views (i. e., remote users’ viewpoint) and a third-
person view (i. e., bird’s view). Accessing both views was
preferred by users over only having access to first-person
views. Lehment et al.’s [100] merging algorithm may be
appropriate for two remote users both using AR devices, yet
their solution is limited to two separate rooms. Still, a study
might be required to measure the efficiency of such consensus
regarding the immersion and social presence metrics.

One of the main research questions in such setup concerns
awareness conveyance between remote VR experts and
local AR users. Oda et al.’s [121] system allows a remote
expert, either via VR or video-streamed AR, to guide a
local AR user with virtual replicas. They showed that direct
manipulations were faster for assembly tasks than drawing
annotations. Piumsomboon et al.’s [136] Mini-Me displays
an adaptive remote VR user’s avatar always visible to an
AR user, either as a mini or as a life-size avatar. The avatar
conveys pointing actions, is surrounded by a halo notifying
the mini avatar entering of leaving the local user’s FoV, has
a blowing ring location cue for the actual life-size avatar,
and has a graphical distinction between the mini and the
life-size avatars. Piumsomboon et al.’s [138] CoVAR facilitates
remote collaboration between AR and VR users. The AR
environment was captured, reconstructed, and sent to the
VR user, who can control his/her scale (i. e., magnified or
minified). FoV and head, hand, and gaze orientations were
captured and shared. They later studied these cues [134] and
found that a 3D frustrum denoting the remote user’s FoV
improves performance, which increases even more when
coupled with head or eye gaze cues. Surprisingly, they found
that eye gaze alone is worse than head gaze, which can be
explained by the eyes tendency to look everywhere. They
also found that the balance of actions between the VR and
AR users is not symmetrical, mostly due to the larger FoV
the VR user has, improving his/her efficiency. Piumsomboon
et al.’s [137] remote collaboration system allows a local AR
user to manipulate, using a tangible device, the remote VR
user’s position. The study showed that the control a local
user has over a remote user’s orientation should depend
on scenarios, and that displaying the FoV in addition to an
avatar was preferred among participants. Adcock et al. [2]
studied three techniques to track a remote collaborator’s
point-of-view. They found that, even if wedges were not
valued in users’ qualitative responses, they performed well
in the quantitative results in spotting 3D locations via 2D
cues. The authors suggested to couple wedges with shadows
cast from the location, as local users felt more comfortable
with them due to their everyday life similarity.

Lee et al. [96], [97] showed to a remote VR user a 360°
stabilized live panorama view of a local AR user. The VR user
saw the AR user’s FoV, but controlled their own viewpoint
to avoid sickness. The VR user’s hand positions were shared
to support non-verbal communication such as deictic cues.
Surrounding halos allowed the local user to constantly
track the guest’s hands, which improved performance. They
found that independent views improved social and spatial
presence, require less mental effort, and were preferred by
most participants, who also appreciated the visual cues.

In addition to awareness cues, annotations may improve
further users’ co-presence and performance. Teo et al. [164]
showed that annotations, in addition to pointing action
augmentations, improved even more the local AR user’s
understanding about what the remote VR user intends to do.

From these examples we can learn that awareness im-
proves communication and co-presence, hence increases
users’ performance. Not all awareness cues, however, should
be continuous, or the high amount of information can lead
to distraction [38] and cognitive overload [178].
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All papers discussed so far address one remote user
collaborating with one local user. Thanyadit et al. [165]
proposed an educational system where multiple students are
in a VR environment, supervised by an AR professor. This
is the only paper we found which focuses on one-to-many
scenarios using AR. The authors listed awareness cues, views,
and algorithms that place the students in the environment
to maximize the professor’s efficiency, depending on the
scenario (helping individuals vs. supervising the group).

Finally, with AR increasingly being used in mobile
scenarios, the question of modifying the environment where
other people live [140] arises. This research area about ethics
is, however, not well explored yet. Only two papers in our
survey [85], [140] relate to it; see also Ens et al.’s survey [56].

Mixed Outputs in Co-Located Setup: Some co-located
setups rely on multiple output technologies. Kiyokawa et al.
[90] introduced one of the first mixed-space collaborative
systems, in which users switch between AR and VR with
one HMD. In VR mode, users can change their position and
scaling without physically moving. The MagicBook [27] is a
physical book that is augmented with 3D scenes to illustrate
the text thanks to embedded markers. Users could either
be in an exocentric AR view or in an egocentric VR view
where they are in the book scene and can be viewed by AR
exocentric users as 3D avatars. Several years later, Roo et al.’s
[147] system allowed users to be either in an exocentric SAR
or to wear a VR-HMD to get access to more complex virtual
contents and being able to enter in the mock-up objects in an
egocentric way. The exocentric users saw the egocentric ones
as 2D arrows. Clergeaud et al.’s [41] system allowed a user to
visualize and manipulate, in an egocentric viewpoint using
a VR-HMD, an engineering prototype, while the others saw
the prototype and the VR user in an exocentric SAR view.

Through these examples we see a distinction between
a collaborative mode where each user shares the same space,
which appears mostly in AR, and a semi-private mode where
users are immersed in an egocentric view to get more
insight regarding the object of interest, which mostly appear
in VR. VR technologies are, however, not required. The
SHEEP management game [106] allowed users to control
sheep during their lifetime, rendered through several output
devices: AR-HMDs, AR-HHDs, laptop screens, and SAR.
While the UI was adapted to the display type, the authors
did not demonstrate scenarios where such a number of
displays would be useful. Butz et al.’s [36] EMMIE system
incorporated multiple devices, which were associated to their
own input paradigms, to exchange graphical object informa-
tions. This environment accommodated HHDs, traditional
computers, wall-sized displays, and AR-HMDs, all sharing
the same database. When needed, a user could transfer an
object from the AR-3D space to a laptop for further analysis.

4.3.2 Technology Symmetry
Compared to distributed systems, co-located ones rely more
on symmetrical technology, with 21 out of 29 co-located
papers (≈ 72%) categorized as such. Technology symmetry
leads to the use of fewer output device types. We saw only
four papers with multiple output devices, including three
which used traditional screens in addition to an AR output.

Role Asymmetry: Six of the papers we surveyed rely on
asymmetric role and symmetric technology between users,

while three of them concern awareness. Oda and Feiner
[120] studied object selection in a 3D space captured by
depth cameras. Sodhi et al. [154] used AR-HHDs and several
depth cameras to allow remote users to point at, annotate, or
manipulate virtual objects in the local user’s environment. Le
Chénéchal et al.’s [95] technique stretched a remote expert’s
arms from a local user’s shoulders for guidance tasks. We
clearly distinguish here between active and passive users.

Subjective views allow users to see the workspace in a
way adapted to their roles. Nilsson et al. [118] and Prytz
et al. [142], for example, studied crisis agents (e. g., police,
military) using an AR-CSCW system to support discussion,
with each agent having a customized view. Similarly, players
see their opponent’s tiles as blank tiles in Szalavari et al.’s
[161] Mah-Jongg gaming system.

An expert user can also be the only one manipulating the
AR space to empower the discussion this user has with, e. g.,
a customer or trainee [47].

4.4 Output and Input Devices
The output display usually drives how users interact with
the system. For example, a mouse and a keyboard do not fit
an AR-HMD well when users move in the 3D space. We thus
group the different approaches by their main display.

The choice of the output device can significantly alter the
users’ performance. For instance, Müller et al. [117] showed
that landmarks increase the sense of presence by creating a
common ground between remote users. The use of HHDs,
however, may have biased the speed results: Compared to
HMDs, the HHDs’ narrow FoV and lack encouragement for
users to look around may have introduced the delay Müller
et al. [117] noticed at the end of their study.

While some systems do not enforce the same technology
to every user (see Section 4.3.1), others give users the same set
of output and input devices. Butz et al.’s [36] system allowed
users to benefit from different input paradigms (touch-based
for HHD, tangible for AR-HMD, keyboard and mouse for
PC), these outputs possibly being complimentary (e. g., using
a tracked HHD to see complementary objects through an
AR-HMD). Via these sets of output devices, users could use
personal devices for private information (e. g., HHD). They
also used a red spotlight as a metaphor to indicate private
properties of a 3D object. Later, Benko et al.’s [17] archeology
visualization software combined multiple output devices.
Due to the low resolution of AR-HMD resolution at the time,
they used a tabletop display and a tracked HHD to show
high-resolution documents, while keeping AR-HMDs for
3D-stereoscopic views and 3D input.

These displays still have some features in common. They
usually provide all users with an active device which can
display private and subjective contents per user, the latter
being reviewed in Section 4.3.2. Users found the distinction
between public and private views useful in Billinghurst and
Kato’s [26] informal trials of an AR web browser.

4.4.1 AR Head-Mounted Display (AR-HMD)
AR-HMDs have been extensively used in the past, with 10
(≈ 15%) papers relying only on, and 26 (≈ 40%) partially on,
AR-HMDs, out of all 65 AR-CSCW papers we surveyed.

AR-HMD users can share their viewpoint to others which
might be useful in distributed setups (see Section 4.3.1).
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Moreover, because AR-HMDs are still expensive, because
not everyone feels comfortable with them, and because there
may be too many passive users, Franz et al. [64] allowed these
passive users to grasp, via a traditional screen set on a wall,
the active AR user’s experience who visualizes an augmented
2D landscape map rendered on a tabletop. Franz et al. [64]
proposed both an over the shoulder view and an abstract data
representation of the object of interest. They showed that
the over the shoulder view forced the active user to constantly
look at the object of interest for the passive users to see it
as well. Displaying the intersection with the AR user’s head
gaze on the tabletop improved the communication, the sense
of presence, and the usability of the system.

Display Characteristics: AR-HMDs tend to fit the
users’ anatomy, which might be useful in engineering and
educational scenarios relying on 3D data. Dong et al.’s [48]
ARVita used an AR-HMD to augment a tabletop displaying
markers. The tool’s goal was to improve students’ learning
of engineering processes. For the authors, using a tabletop
allows users to have a better discussion, when compared
to traditional tools. Wang and Dunston [167] demonstrated
that users were faster in the civil engineering field using
AR, compared to traditional perspective sketches. However,
participants were uncomfortable with the HMD used at
that time, which may change with modern AR-HMDs (e. g.,
Microsoft’s HoloLens). They also found that navigation
cues (e. g., a compass) are useful because multiple 3D
transformations such as rotations and scaling can confuse
users who are trying to orient themselves. Similarly, Wang
and Dunston’s study [168] showed that AR-HMDs drastically
increase the speed in error detection tasks in civil engineering
field, when compared to traditional tools.

Input Modalities: Not all input modalities are available
by default on AR-HMDs (e. g., touch, keyboard and mouse)
due to relative position and portability constraints. They
often rely on voice, tangible, and gestural interfaces. Ong
and Shen’s [126] CAD system allowed co-located users to
manipulate and model common 3D shapes using tangible
devices. For consistency, only one user could modify the
3D model at a time. When finished, users committed their
changes that others could then (in)validate. The CoVar system
[138] combined VR and AR-HMDs to benefit from both tech-
nologies. Users were able to move objects closer or further
away with mid-air gestures. The GARDEN system [120]
studied, for the selection of 3D objects, how a user can refer
to an object, highlight the selected object, and how others
acknowledge it. This technique was more accurate than
laser pointers, virtual arrows coming out from the controller,
and video sharing techniques. But their technique was also
slower, which can be explained by the higher number of
steps required. Mahmood et al.’s system [107] allowed users
to remotely collaborate and visualize geospatial data using
AR-HMDs. Their user interface, allowing history recording,
3D transformations, and data filtering, relied on both voice
and gestures. Their system, in addition to Lehment et al.’s
[100] consensus algorithm, is the only surveyed system using
solely AR-HMDs in distributed collaboration, which may
be due to their application domain that does not require a
strong relationship between virtual and real objects.

While AR-HMDs do not propose their own touch input,
several systems use touch support by adding other input

devices that provide 2D input [149] and/or tangible control
[36]. Indeed, when mobility is less important, AR-HMDs
can be coupled with a tabletop and 2D views [48], [64], [75].
Wang et al.’s [169] teleconferencing system regrouped, per
local setup, one camera and one screen for each remote co-
worker with whom this local user interacts. This improves
workspace awareness and spatial faithfulness. Each user had
a tabletop displaying markers augmented by AR, conveying
remote collaborators’ arms and objects of interest.

4.4.2 Hand-Held Display (HHD)
HHDs were also often used, with 20 (≈ 31%) surveyed
papers relying partially (n = 11; non-AR use-cases: n = 2),
or fully (n = 9; non-AR use-cases: n = 1 [49]) on them.

HHD as a Complement: HHDs are often used to
complement a larger system. Surale et al. [159], e. g., explored
the role of a tablet in VR CAD contexts, which can be applied
in AR. The Studierstube [149], discussed in Section 2.5.1, used
a personal pad to add touch modalities, without using it as an
output device. MacWilliams et al.’s system [106] used HHDs
as spatially-aware tangible objects, and Butz et al.’s system
[36] used HHDs as a magical lens for users not wearing an
HMD, or a magical mirror to capture an object. Benko et al.
[17] used an HHD as a magical lens to visualize documents in
a higher resolution. AR-HHDs, if coupled, have mostly been
used with AR-HMDs in co-located contexts. Only one paper
in this survey [106] coupled an AR-HHD with SAR to add
tangible input. Future work may investigate how the sensors
of such devices, in addition to their high display resolution,
improve the collaboration in SAR-CSCW contexts.

Ubiquitous AR-HHD: Touch devices such as smart-
phones are highly present in the consumer market, which
can be used as affordable and widespread AR devices.
Huynh et al. [77] claimed that AR-HHD collaborative games
enable a kind of social play experience not present in
non-AR counterparts. AR-HHD games can use the limited
viewport as a feature, e. g., to intentionally hide information
from the player. Their user study showed that, except for
tracking issues, players enjoyed playing this kind of game.
Occlusion from one user’s device, however, may disturb
the visual tracking of the other devices. Hence, multiple
sources of tracking (e. g., SLAM and visual) may be needed.
Bhattacharyya et al.’s [23] game design iterations showed
that AR-HHD are so ubiquitous that users tend to use them
in a specific way, e. g., tap-and-hold for selecting and moving
objects, instead of gestures which are seen as awkward and
cumbersome interactions. Due to the users’ experience of
2D applications, some cues should be present to encourage
users to physically walk in their 3D AR environment.

Awareness of AR-HHD: While we do not imagine to
vertically align the users’ heads, it may not be the same for
hands holding AR-HHDs. Oda and Feiner [122] addressed
this collision issue by applying small shifts between the vir-
tual and the real environment for each user, which improved
performance without disturbing the users. This should work
only, however, when strong spatial coherency between the
virtual and the real environments is not mandatory, or users
may be confused. Moreover, AR-HHDs occupy the hands
and force users to look at their screens, which may not
be appropriate for all cases. Nilsson et al.’s [118] iterative
study showed that users preferred to use an HMD over an
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HHD to free the hands, allowing users to interact both with
other people (social communication) and with the physical
workspace. This may explain why Sohdi et al.’s [154] work
is the only surveyed work which tracks users’ hands with an
AR-HHD, even though the hands are holding the device.

Despite these limitations, the movements of the tablet are
visible by all, which everyone understands as manipulating
the AR world in co-located contexts. In our survey, the only
work focusing on awareness is Rekimoto et al.’s [144], which
proposed to add an eye gaze equivalent as an awareness cue.

4.4.3 Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR)
Most of the SAR papers in our survey discussed how the
whole environment becomes tangible. Therefore, we already
mentioned some papers (e. g., [133]) in Section 2.5.2.

SAR systems, typically by adding several sensors in a
room, can scan the room and enable mid-air gestures by
distinctly tracking each user’s body. SAR setups are used in
distributed and co-located settings. In distributed settings,
Pejsa et al. [129] brought a remote user into a local user’s
SAR space. This works well when the remote user is virtually
close to their anchoring position. They compared their setting
with Skype and Face To Face regarding speed, presence, and
communication efficiency for assembly tasks. One further study
could be to compare their settings with remote AR-HMD
ones. Lincoln et al. [102] showed how SAR can support
remote medical consultations by capturing the doctor’s body
at one location and using SAR at the other location. They
proposed to capture the doctor’s head and retransmit it onto
a remote animatronic head using projectors.

In local settings, Benko et al. [18] allowed two face-to-face
users to see in perspective without wearables. The personal
tracking and the perspective facilitate collaboration and,
even with depth cue conflicts, users were able to determine
distances and pointing directions. Wilson and Benko [173]
allowed a maximum of six users to move, in a tangible way,
media objects between surfaces presented in their smartroom.

Finally, SAR environments can be non-intrusive, which
might be useful in contexts where people expect and are
used to some pre-defined behaviors (e. g., pencil selling [47].)

Most of the surveyed papers using SAR in all endpoints
are symmetric regarding the role axis. The other work focuses
on passive vs. active users [47], [102]. One interesting research
question could be how SAR can permit parallel work, with
users assigned to different roles. This setup would differ
from other works using multiple types of output devices
suiting the different roles between users.

5 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Most of the papers we surveyed for remote settings focused
on studying which workspace awareness (WA) cues im-
prove user performance. Others provided insights about
the benefits and limitations of output and input devices
in local setups. Moreover, some early work showed the
capabilities of AR systems applied to specific scenarios. These
are usually linked to discussions about how AR influences
mutual communication and the cognitive capabilities of users.
Finally, a minority of papers discussed techniques to capture
users and environments and to merge local and remote
settings. Based on these contributions, we now provide high-
level design considerations we extracted from these papers.

5.1 Private/Shared Views, and Awareness Cues
Embodiment in remote systems provides information about
the users’ locations. The general focus of a collaborator
can be provided through FoV representation, and eye- and
head-gaze cues [134], [136], [137], [138]. FoV cues work best
and eye-gaze cues are not sufficient [134]. Embodiment can
rely on hands-only [75], head-only [107], exocentric life-size
avatars, or egocentric mini-avatars [136] which allow workers
to keep the remote collaborators’ expressions in sight. In co-
located scenarios with a shared exocentric view, most of the
listed cues come for free and can even be removed. A weaker
eye contact due to wearing an HMD, e. g., can allow users to
save their hands for 3D interactions and body gestures [118].

In both local and remote scenarios, WA cues are usually
needed. Our survey showed that cues, such as compass or
arrows [167], support navigational tasks [156]. To create a com-
mon “virtual-real” space [117] in distributed settings, systems
can render additional virtual objects. Finally, annotations
support remote discussion, see Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.1.

Users may need to customize their views based on their
role [118] or use private egocentric spaces [107]. Such a space,
however, can complicate the communication with co-located
collaborators due to a lack of shared information. If a user
manipulates their private space, the physical appearance
of their head and body with respect to another user’s 3D
scene can be misleading. One way to avoid such confusion
is to enforce the switch between (1) an AR mode for when
users want to share the same exocentric 3D scene and (2) a
VR mode for all users when private, egocentric views are
desired, so that one user’s physical head and body will not
give misleading cues to other users (e. g., [90]). In the specific
case of distributed collaborative VR/AR scenarios, remote
VR collaborators should control their own viewpoints for
comfort, and FoV/head-gaze cues should be adapted [97].

Awareness cues can also be added in AR or VR to indicate
each collaborator’s virtual position and orientation [147]. By
reflecting on all the surveyed papers, an interesting scenario
to investigate another kind of awareness cue may be the
following. If Alice and Bob are co-located, and Alice wishes to
employ a private egocentric view, but Bob wishes to remain
in AR to, e. g., share exocentric views with Carol, Bob’s
headset may display a virtual mask over Alice’s to indicate
that she no longer sees the same exocentric 3D scene.

5.2 Distributed Work Using Asymmetrical Technology
Most of distributed AR-CSCW systems we surveyed rely
on either two similar rooms for both endpoints, or on one
remote user using a VR-HMD while the local user relies on
AR (Section 4.3). Relying on asymmetrical technology (e. g.,
AR-HMD + VR-HMD) makes sense when there is a strong
relationship between the virtual and the real environments in
the local space. When both users have the same role, we do
not envision that using AR devices for both users should be
considered if virtual objects are tightly related to real objects.

However, as Mahmood et al. [107] showed, using AR de-
vices in both endpoints can be considered to have flexibility
in both places when the virtual objects can float around.

5.3 Multimodal Interfaces Improve User Experience
Hybrid systems aim to support a heterogeneous mix of
hardware for both output and input (e. g., HMD, HHD,
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traditional screen; mouse, keyboard, mid-air gestures). The
chosen AR hardware may depend on the available devices,
the users’ roles, and how much effort the users are willing
to invest to participate [64]. Mouse + keyboard input, for
example, is typically less tiring than mid-air gestures [81],
and a 2D screen, projector, or tabletop can be casually used
by multiple users [64], [139] if they are mostly “passive.”

Through our survey, we found four roles for traditional
screens. They, first, permit experts to follow what a remote
AR user is doing and allow them to send annotations (e. g.,
[67]). Second, they allow non-AR users to follow a discussion
about what a co-located AR user is visualizing (e. g., [36]).
Third, they provide a common ground for 2D information
(e. g., video stream [12]). Forth, they allow users to work with
their usual tools and profit from high-resolution screens [17].

Hybrid systems using personal 2D screens can provide
user-friendly personal 2D views and UIs [36], [118], [144].

5.4 Synchronous Workspace Consistency
The ownership of manipulated objects can support work-
space consistency because it facilitates a more robust syn-
chronization [126], [144]. If an object is at the center of the
discussion, private proxies acting for public counterparts can
be visualized with a correct viewpoint and allow users to
direct manipulate them [121], e. g., using a private World-In-
Miniature [157]. Private objects can also be shared and frozen
by the owner of the object [107]. In an AR-CSCW context with
more than two users, awareness cues can indicate which user
is remotely manipulating or owning a public object, making
it easier for others to track the users’ actions. This can happen,
e. g., through the decorations of the 2D/3D window-contexts
[107], [149] introduced in Section 2.6.

6 REMAINING RESEARCH AREAS

In addition to these design considerations for established
environments, we now discuss some remaining research
areas based on the survey. We intentionally avoid overlap
with Ens et al.’s [56] recent survey which already mentions
(1) complex collaboration structures in time, space, and
symmetry, (2) convergence and transitional interfaces, (3)
empathic collaboration, (4) collaboration beyond the physical
limits, and (5) social and ethical implications.

6.1 Co-Located Awareness in Interactive Environments
Few surveyed papers investigated synchronous co-located
setups (Table 4 and Figure 2). Marai et al.’s [109] study
showed, however, that a team is the most productive with
such a platform. Questions about providing awareness to
evaluate collaborators’ internal state (e. g., privacy status),
annotations’ (e. g., who puts what?), workspace manipula-
tion, and replaying previous actions and handling the undo/
redo actions performed by multiple users (which relate to
Mahmood et al.’s [107] interactions and designs) are areas
that, to the best of our knowledge, are not yet well covered.

How viewpoints are shared so that each user is aware of
others’ views is not yet answered either. Proxies allow users
to see the target objects without occlusion, but they may
lose the correct orientation and spatial referencing. Users
may need to move around to see the object. Otherwise, if

viewpoints are shared via a video stream (i. e., collaborator
A directly sees B’s point of view), it remains unclear how
coherency issues can be handled, because collaborator A will,
in this example, see their own body through B’s view.

6.2 Annotation Rendering in Co-Located Settings

Few surveyed papers [67], [79], [85] supported 2D annota-
tions (canvas), but they were rarely meant for multiple users.
Should they be rendered in an egocentric way, exocentric way,
or a mix of both? As a first approach, we hypothesize that
it may be preferable to render annotations in an exocentric
view for workspace coherency, while having an egocentric view
bound to the exocentric one for better legibility. Still, more
studies are needed to understand possible approaches in
regard to these criteria. The on-the-fly creation of anchored
annotations is also not well explored, as most studies
we encountered focused on visualizing already registered
annotations. For such tasks, the implications of the inter-
action techniques depending on the output dimensions
remain unclear, i. e., how well these techniques support the
collaboration and mutual understandings of all users.

6.3 Role and Technology Asymmetry in Remote Work

Most work on expert guidance (see Section 4.3.1) focused
on one expert guiding one user, except for Poelman et al.’s
system [139], which allows multiple experts to guide a remote
user without further exploring that direction, and Thanyadit
et al.’s work [165], which allows one professor to supervise
multiple students. The management of an undetermined
number of experts guiding an undetermined number of local
users remains to be explored. Similarly, more work is needed
to understand how awareness and annotations could be
rendered so that local users understand who is doing or has
done what. Moreover, all surveyed papers use an AR-HMD
at one endpoint, no matter what devices (VR or AR) are
used for the other endpoint. We summarize that, to follow
a local user’s position with a VR-HMD, the most common
approach is to track the local user’s head. We found only
one paper that associated the remote VR user’s position with
a local AR user’s tangible device [137]. Head tracking can
also be achieved in SAR but reduces mobility. It remains
unclear if a remote VR-HMD user can be directly coupled
with an AR-HHD to keep the mobility, and what benefits
and limitations such coupling entails.

6.4 Output and Input Devices in Asynchronous Work

In Section 4.2.1 we discussed asynchronous AR-CSCW sys-
tems, which mostly concern the creation and consumption of
annotations [78], [79], [85]. Because multiple input modalities
can benefit AR, it may be interesting to understand their
implications in collaborative environments. Understanding
how output devices influence the collaboration, and how
coupling several devices changes the creation and consump-
tion of annotations [78] are also research areas interesting to
investigate. Moreover, because AR devices can provide both
exocentric and egocentric views, it remains challenging to
capture and reproduce recorded actions in both views.
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6.5 Mixed Input Modalities
Mid-air gestures, although considered by many to be natural
forms of input, are often not preferred for long-time use
because they induce fatigue and have low position accuracy.
In 3D selection tasks, for example, existing hand tracking
techniques usually result in low precision. This issue is
further amplified when one wants to point at a location
beyond arm’s reach. Oda and Feiner [120] tackled this
problem using a special tracked device, but it could be
cumbersome for existing systems. Moreover, their selection
speed drops a lot. Under this circumstance, hybrid interfaces
(e. g., AR-HMD+HHD [151], AR-HMD+PC [170], [171]) with
AR are currently being studied for visualization, both for
more effective input and as a combination with traditional
work environments. However, the mapping between the
different input and view modes (e. g., 2D input with the 3D
AR view [104]) remains challenging. More research is also
required to understand when and why users switch from one
input device to another, possibly depending on the action
and the needed accuracy. Finally, these private 2D interfaces
provide only poor awareness cues, as the input does not
reach the public workspace that is visible to others [144].

6.6 Comparison Between AR-HHD, AR-HMD and SAR
Although we are aware that some hardware is unavailable
to some due to physical constraints, in relatively few of the
papers we surveyed the authors specified why they selected
their used output devices (e. g., Nilsson et al.’s [118] informal
study). More research is required to understand when and
where would a specific display be preferred, which may
depend on the tasks and the users. Since several settings
combine HHDs with other output devices (e. g., [17]), we
wonder when an HMD combined with a multi-touch tablet
for 2D input is more preferable than a standalone HHD.

One may argue that co-located gestural communication
should only use well-established gestures. AR-HHDs may
not support those, however, because users may struggle to
look at both AR objects and their collaborators, as Rekimoto
et al. [144] pointed out. Moreover, by holding an HHD, users
cannot use their hands as they would otherwise do (e. g.,
body language), as we discuss in Section 4.4.2. Past work
[17], [36], [106] suggested to couple an AR-HMD with an
HHD, which then can be lowered and held into one hand.
Only one paper [106] proposed to couple HHDs with SAR
displays. As we state in Section 4.4.2, only more research
can show how to combine HHDs and SAR devices w.r.t. the
sensors and high display resolutions of typical HHDs.

7 COLLABORATIVE IMMERSIVE ANALYTICS (CIA)
Quite a few of the papers we surveyed tackle analytics and
visualization tasks (our domain expertise) using AR. For this
reason, we provide an overview of CIA next.

7.1 Immersive Analytics
Immersive Analytics (IA), first defined by Chandler et al.
[39] as “an emerging research thrust investigating how new
interaction and display technologies can be used to support
analytical reasoning and decision-making,” is at the junction of
MR Environments and Visual Analytics [166] (Figure 4).

CIA

Visual
Analytics

Collaborative
Visualization

Mixed Reality
Environments

MR Collaborative
Environments

Mixed Reality
Analytics

CSCW

Fig. 4: CIA relation-
ship, adapted from
Billinghurst et al.’s
[25] diagram.

AR can be a medium to support users in their analytical
tasks [15], [53], [112], collaborative or not. Such systems
need high computational power for both simulations and
rendering to provide quick feedback. IA projects use VR
platforms more often than AR ones, and only a few projects
investigated IA using AR [60]. This lower interest for AR
in IA may be explained by the fact that VR platforms are
more mature and easier to develop for and by the higher
constraints of AR devices, notably regarding tracking. We
also hypothesize, regarding hardware platforms for IA, that
SAR is similar to the CAVEs used by VR researchers which,

due to their size capacity, allow users to see each other
and to use personal devices, e. g., laptops;

HHDs have limited value for 3D data visualization because
they are non-stereoscopic and, compared to a desktop
machine, are less convenient to use because they are
often less powerful for rendering, have smaller screens,
lack a keyboard and mouse (useful for scripting), and
have less mature software tools for analytics; and

AR-HMDs have lower computing power than VR-HMDs by
being embedded systems, while having more constraints
than HHDs to bring immersion (e. g., higher resolutions
and frequencies, lower weight). This may, however,
change with the arrival of new powerful AR-HMDs,
such as the Microsoft’s HoloLens 2 with its Snapdragon
850. Compared to VR-HMDs, AR-HMDs might be
considered for situated analytics (e. g., medical data).

7.2 AR Collaborative Immersive Analytics (AR-CIA)
Collaborative Immersive Analytics, which Billinghurst et al.
[25] define as “the shared use of new immersive interaction
and display technologies by more than one person for supporting
collaborative analytical reasoning and decision-making,” is a field
intersecting CSCW, Visual Analytics [166], and Immersive
Environments (Figure 4). At the intersection of CSCW and
visual analytics lies collaborative visualization, which Isenberg
et al. [80] define as “the shared use of computer-supported, (inter-
active) visual representations of data by more than one person with
the common goal of contribution to joint information processing
activities.” At the intersection of CSCW and MR Environment
lies MR Collaborative Environments. MR environments intersect
both visual analytics and MR environments.

Although researchers studied many scenarios in the past
(e. g., security [118], archaeology [17], engineering [167]),
visualization has thus far been largely neglected, with
Mahmood et al.’s [107] work being the only one we found
published during the last decade that tackled visualization.

7.3 Should 3D Visualization be Immersive?
Past research (e. g., [63], [76], [92]) showed that immersive
technologies can significantly enhance the way people un-
derstand 3D data compared to traditional interfaces.
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TABLE 4: The selected papers
Year Reference Space Time Role Tech. Output Input

1996 Rekimoto [144] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. AR-HHD non-tracked controllers

1998 Benford et al. [16] both sync. both asym. traditional screen not described 1

1998 Billinghurst et al. [24] remote sync. sym. asym. AR-HMD / traditional screeen mouse (and trackball)

1998 Szalavari et al. [162] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. AR-HMD hands tracking / tangible / touch

1998 Szalavari et al. [161] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. AR-HMD hands tracking / tangible / touch

1999 Billinghurst and Kato [26] both sync. sym. both AR-HMD / traditional screeen head gaze / mouse (and trackball)

1999 Butz et al. [36] co-loc. sync. both both AR-HMD / AR-HHD / traditional screen tracked controllers /keyboard and mouse / touch / tangible

1999 Kiyokawa et al. [90] co-loc. sync. sym. both AR-HMD / VR-HMD hands tracking / head gaze

2001 Billinghurst et al. [27] co-loc. sync. sym. both AR-HMD / VR-HMD tangible / non-tracked controllers

2002 Piper et al. [133] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. SAR tangible / mouse

2002 Schmalstieg et al. [149] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. AR-HMD hands tracking / tangible / touch

2003 Ou et al. [127] remote sync. sym. asym. traditional screen touch / mouse

2003 MacWilliams et al. [106] co-loc. sync. sym. both AR-HMD / AR-HHD / SAR / traditional screen hands tracking / touch / speech / tangible

2004 Benko et al. [17] both sync. sym. both AR-HMD / HHD / traditional screen hands gestures / touch / tangible

2006 Stafford et al. [156] remote sync. asym. asym. AR-HMD / traditional screen hands gesture / tangible / mouse (trackball)

2008 Wang and Dunston [167] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. AR-HMD tangible

2009 Dunleavy et al. [49] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. HHD touch

2009 Huynh et al. [77] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. AR-HHD tangible

2009 Lincoln et al. [102] remote sync. asym. asym. SAR none

2009 Nilsson et al. [118] co-loc. sync. asym. sym. AR-HMD / AR-HHD tracked controllers

2009 Oda and Feiner [122] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. AR-HHD touch

2009 Ong and Shen [126] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. AR-HMD tangible

2010 Prytz et al. [142] co-loc. sync. asym. sym. AR-HMD tracked controllers

2010 Wilson and Benko [173] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. SAR hands tracking / touch / tangible

2011 Maimone and Fuchs [108] remote sync. sym. both SAR / traditional screen none

2011 Wang and Dunston [168] both sync. sym. sym. AR-HMD tangible

2012 Oda and Feiner [120] co-loc. sync. asym. sym. AR-HMD tracked controllers

2012 Poelman et al. [139] remote sync. both asym. AR-HMD / traditional screen hand gestures /keyboard and mouse

2012 Gauglitz et al. [65] remote sync. asym. asym. AR-HHD / traditional screen keyboard and mouse

2012 Kasahara et al. [85] co-loc async. sym. sym. AR-HHD touch

2012 Mora et al. [115] both async. 2 both both AR-HHD / traditional screens 2 touch /keyboard and mouse 2

2013 Adcock et al. [2] remote sync. asym. asym. SAR tracked controllers

2013 Ballagas et al. [12] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. SAR / traditional screen touch

2013 Dong et al. [48] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. AR-HMD / traditional screen keyboard and mouse

2013 Sodhi et al. [154] remote sync. asym. sym. AR-HHD hands gestures / touch

2014 Benko et al. [18] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. SAR hands gestures

2014 Gauglitz et al. [67] remote sync. asym. asym. AR-HHD / traditional screen keyboard and mouse

2014 Gauglitz et al. [66] remote sync. asym. asym. AR-HHD / traditional screen touch

2014 Kim et al. [88] remote sync. asym. asym. AR-HMD / AR-HHD / traditional screen mouse

2014 LeChenechal et al. [95] remote sync. asym. sym. VR-HMD tracked controllers

2014 Lehment et al. [100] remote sync. sym. sym. AR-HMD none

2014 Wang et al. [169] remote sync. sym. sym. AR-HMD / traditional screen hands gestures / touch

2014 Irlitti et al. [79] co-loc. async. both sym. AR-HHD tangible

2015 Oda et al. [121] remote sync. asym. asym. VR-HMD / AR-HMD / HHD touch / tracked controllers

2016 Gupta et al. [68] remote sync. asym. asym. AR-HMD / traditional screen eye gaze /keyboard and mouse

2016 Pejsa et al. [129] remote sync. sym. sym. SAR none

2017 Clergeaud et al. [41] co-loc. sync. both both VR-HMD / SAR hands tracking / tangible

2017 Komiyama et al. [91] both sync. both both CAVE non-tracked controllers

2017 Lee et al. [96] remote sync. asym. asym. VR-HMD / AR-HMD hands tracking

2017 Muller et al. [117] remote sync. sym. sym. AR-HHD touch

2017 Piumsomboon et al. [138] remote sync. sym. asym. VR-HMD / AR-HMD hands gestures / head gaze / eye gaze

2017 Roo et al. [147] co-loc. sync. both both VR-HMD / SAR hands tracking / tracked controllers

2018 Lee et al. [97] remote sync. asym. asym. VR-HMD / AR-HMD hands tracking

2018 Piumsomboon et al. [136] remote sync. both asym. VR-HMD / AR-HMD hands tracking / hands gestures / head gaze

2018 Poretski et al. [140] co-loc. sync. asym. asym. AR-HHD touch

2018 Huang et al. [75] remote sync. asym. asym. AR-HMD / traditional screen hands tracking / touch

2018 Teo et al. [164] remote sync. asym. asym. VR-HMD / AR-HMD hands gestures

2019 Bhattacharyya et al. [23] co-loc. sync. sym. sym. AR-HHD touch / tangible

2019 Teo et al. [163] remote sync. asym. asym. VR-HMD / AR-HMD hands gestures

2019 Piumsomboon et al. [137] remote sync. both asym. VR-HMD / AR-HMD tracked controllers / hands gestures / tangible

2019 Piumsomboon et al. [134] remote sync. asym. asym. VR-HMD /AR-HMD hands gestures / head gaze / eye gaze

2019 Mahmood et al. [107] remote sync. sym. sym. AR-HMD hands gestures / speech / head gaze

2019 Thanyadit et al. [165] remote sync. asym. asym. VR-HMD / AR-HMD none

2019 Franz et al. [64] co-loc. sync. sym. asym. AR-HMD / traditional screen head gaze / non-tracked controller

2019 Dolata et al. [47] co-loc. sync. asym. sym. SAR tangible / touch

1 The paper does not describe how they can interact with the virtual world. We suppose it is through hand tracking and mouse/keyboard but we are unsure.
2 Traditional tools are included because their system allows the sending of emails visualizable “anywhere”. We did not consider its synchronous case because it relies on video

conferencing without AR support.
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AR technologies seem to be promising for 3D data
visualization [50], [110]. By merging the real and virtual
worlds, users can use their common analytical tools, while
visualizing in stereoscopy and using the “huge” (e. g., room-
scale) workspace AR provides [170], [171]. As discussed in
several education papers (e. g., [48]) and through this survey,
students understand concepts better using stereoscopic
3D visualizations, which reduce their cognitive workload.
Networks [172] and 3D vector fields [63] are better perceived
using stereoscopy and motion cues, which AR relies on. AR
could also be appropriate in 3D visual analytical tasks [167],
[168], with AR reducing the time collaborators take to detect
errors in 3D designs compared to traditional tools.

Immersive technologies, however, are not always bet-
ter than traditional workstations [10]. One explanation is
that users are more used to, and have more experience
with, traditional tools. Wang et al. [170] envisioned that
immersive technologies should enhance but not replace
traditional tools for scientific workflows, mostly because
some necessary tools (e. g., scripting tools) are not available
in, or are hard to transpose to, AR 3D spaces [170], [171].
Stereoscopic 3D displays (S3Ds) may not be useful for every
scenarios and user roles. McIntire et al. [113] examined 184
experimental comparisons of S3D to non-stereo displays,
classified in 6 categories: Judgment of position and/or distances;
Finding/identifying/classifying objects; Real/virtual spatial manip-
ulations of objects; Navigation; Spatial understanding, memory,
recall; and Learning/training/planning tasks. In each of the first
three categories, 57% or more of the experiments found that
S3D yields better performance. In each of the other three,
between 36% to 52% found a definite benefit with S3D. Only
rarely did S3Ds perform worse than non-stereo screens.

7.4 CIA Research Questions
Because the AR-CIA field is still new, we propose in this
section some relevant research areas to be investigated.

7.4.1 AR Devices?
Because perspective projections have multiple parameters
(e. g., far/near clipping plane, FoV), users often rely on
orthographic views for some 3D tasks, e. g., drawing 2D
lassos being extruded in 3D [22] or measuring distances in
CAD software. AR-HMDs, however, lower this limitation by
having perspective and stereoscopic parameters matching
those of the human vision system. However, such wearable
devices currently have lower resolutions and computing
power than workstations and scientists still need to use
workstation tools and software [170], [171]. A hybrid AR–
workstation system, however, may remove the AR interaction
benefits due to people following social rules and their limited
mobility in their environment. Questions regarding which
AR device or which hybrid interface to use for AR-CIA
remain to be explored, and surely depend on the domain.

7.4.2 The 3D Coordinate System, AR Display + HHD
Lopez et al. [104] combined a S3D and a multi-touch tablet
to propose user-friendly 9 DoF (3D translations, 3D rotations,
3D scaling) transformations. However, in CSCW contexts,
there are multiple users, hence multiple local 3D coordinate
systems. Should the system select a particular collaborator’s

coordinate system for pointing actions? Should one visualize
a dataset with the same relative position that another user
has to understand the discussion? To track users, should the
tablet represent the others’ relative position? What features
may be required when using this mobile device as both a
rendering, touch input, and tangible input device?

7.4.3 Spatial Selections

Filtering Region-of-Interests (ROIs) and specific features
are common interactions in 3D visualization software and
were studied a lot; see Besançon et al.’s taxonomy [22].
They were not studied, however, in collaborative contexts,
with users being either in AR or VR. How can we use
these techniques in AR-CSCW where collaborators must
understand the actions of others? Should a selected region
be displayed only in private or subjective views? If yes,
referencing can be challenging in scalar fields as discussed
next. Moreover, compared to VR-based systems, users can
easily move around, which can be a rich source of awareness.

7.4.4 Subjective Views and Immersive Analytics

Smith and Mariani [153] proposed two dimensions for
subjective 3D: appearance and modifier. In our survey, Nilsson
et al.’s [118] system proposed subjective object represen-
tations based on the users’ roles (appearance dimension).
The VR literature also contains work on subjective view [3],
[153] and showed some potential issues regarding workspace
coherency. However, we did not find studies related to 3D
cloud points or volumetric datasets which are explored via a
set of filters or transfer functions. These filters significantly
alter the transparency (modifier dimension) of some part of
the data and not the other, reducing the workspace coherency.

It is then unclear if such subjective filters can be efficient
and with what visualization and interaction techniques;
e. g., AR devices could switch to one of the collaborators’
parameter sets when detecting communication cues (e. g.,
pointing). Similarly, should such a system use a UI that lists
all registered parameters (e. g., one parameter per user plus
one default) and select one before starting the discussion?

8 LIMITATIONS

The work we surveyed is scattered among several venues,
explaining why only 18 (≈ 28%) papers we discussed
are from our systematic search. Our classification might
thus not entirely reflect the real breadth and depth of
the literature. Hence, the design considerations may be
incomplete; and Section 6 discusses on-going research areas.
We argue, however, that—while not exhaustive—we have
surveyed a large part of the literature so that our discussion
of research questions and design considerations are relevant.
We also note that some of the surveyed papers may be
subject to interpretation. For example, while Lehment et al.’s
work [100] was tested with HMDs, the authors claimed
that their algorithm is applicable to HHDs. Moreover, the
difference between tracked controller and tangible that we used
in our taxonomy is rather small and could be confusing
at first. Similarly, CroMAR [115] allows users to share their
viewpoints by emails which can be visualized in traditional
screens, hence their inclusion as output devices.
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9 CONCLUSION

In this article we first reviewed fundamentals regarding
AR-CSCW, technologies that are used to provide a coherent
and effective AR experience, and psychological aspects that
designers should pay attention for. We then reviewed a total
of 65 papers (18 through a systematic review and 47 addi-
tional ones) regarding collaborative works using AR, alone
or not (e. g., combining AR and VR), and categorized them
along our six dimensions. Based on this review, we extracted
a current research agenda, discussed guidelines derived
from the literature, and mentioned remaining research areas
that yet have to be covered. In addition, we contemplated
collaborative immersive analytics using AR technologies.
With this survey we thus aim to give an overview of the
field for newcomers, researchers and practitioners alike, and
up-to-date information for domain experts.
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